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Relive the magic of last season's soccer success in The
Official Arsenal Annual 2022. This is your indispensable guide
to all things Arsenal. As well as a comprehensive review of
last season, we've also packed in a whole host of fun features
and informative player profiles. Find out what your favourite
player was like as a 10 year old, discover the story behind the
Gunners' autographs and read about the next generation of
Young Guns breaking through. Stats, photos, goals, facts and
trivia - it's all here, and to cap it all there are plenty of fun
quizzes, designed to test even the most dedicated Arsenal
fan! IMAGE OF 2021 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE
PURPOSES
Age range 9+ The Ultimate Guide to the Premier League, the
only place for fans to get the inside scoop.
The Official Manchester City Soccer Annual 2021 is the
perfect gift for any City fan. Packed with facts, stats, player
profiles of all the first team squad, The Big City Quiz, picture
puzzles, word searches and a crossword to solve, plus pen
pics of all the summer signings and much more! IMAGE OF
2020 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
From Jose Mourinho to Ron 'Chopper' Harris, Chelsea
managers and players have kept us entertained with some
truly hilarious sound bites over the years. In this
comprehensive collection, author Gordon Law has compiled
more than 250 side-splitting quotes and quips from the men
of Stamford Bridge.Packed with loads of classic one-liners,
wise-cracks, verbal volleys and mixed metaphors, this book
will have you chuckling throughout the season. "Mark Hughes
is playing better and better, even if he's starting to look like a
pigeon."Gianluca Vialli "Chelsea were a sausage, eggs and
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chips club before the foreign players arrived."Dennis Wise.
"Wisey said I think too much. But I have to do all his thinking
for him."Gianfranco Zola "With hindsight, it's easy to look at it
with hindsight."Glenn Hoddle
The 2022 Annual is a must for all Tottenham Hotspur soccer
supporters. We have a definitive Premier League season
review, along with an in-depth profile of our manager and the
backroom team. The action-packed Annual features pictures,
games and quizzes for everyone to enjoy. With profiles of all
of your favourite players, there's everything you need to know
about your favorite soccer club! Come on you Spurs! IMAGE
OF 2021 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
The Official Wolves Soccer Annual 2022 is packed full of
player profiles and behind the scenes looks at your favorite
club. We meet some of the new faces, look back at the
previous season and, as usual, there's plenty of puzzles,
pictures and prose to keep supporters of all ages entertained.
IMAGE OF 2020 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES

Everything fans want to know about the hotly
anticipated Twilight movie and much more! Designed
as a celebration of the film, this lavishly illustrated
paperback edition is an exclusive behind-the-scenes
guide featuring full-color photos of the cast,
locations, and sets, as well as storyboards,
interviews, details of the special effects, and much
more.
Relive the magic of last season's soccer success in
The Official Arsenal Annual 2019. This is your
indispensable guide to all things Arsenal. As well as
a comprehensive review of last season, we've also
packed in a whole host of fun features and
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informative player profiles. Find out what your
favourite player was like as a 10 year old, discover
the story behind the Gunners' autographs and read
about the next generation of Young Guns breaking
through. Stats, photos, goals, facts and trivia - it's all
here, and to cap it all there are plenty of fun quizzes,
designed to test even the most dedicated Arsenal
fan! IMAGE OF 2018 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE
PURPOSES
CHELSEA FC: THE OFFICIAL BIOGRAPHY goes to
the heart of what gives the club its personality. The
author has access to all the key characters, including
Mourinho, Abramovich and the star players, plus
legendary names of the past. He addresses all the
controversies, including: the near suffocation through
lack of cash in the 1970s and in 2002; the impact of
Abramovich's money; the club and fans' response to
racism; how the hooliganism which dogged Chelsea
for years has been tackled. On the lighter side,
Chelsea is regarded as the country's glamour club,
and fashions, good and dreadful, will feature
alongside celebrity fans and the worlds of art and
music. And then there is the football at the core of it
all, creating moments of huge tension and
excitement.
The inside story of J rgen Klopp's astonishing revival
of Liverpool Football Club, culminating in the club's
first domestic league trophy in thirty years. Featuring
incisive and insightful reporting, and exclusive
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interviews with players, management and club
hierarchy, Believe Us paints a vivid picture of this
titanic sporting success. "Now you're gonna believe
us, we're gonna win the league." Liverpool Football
Club's stunning 2020 Premier League title victory
deserves a place in the official record of great
sporting achievements. The Reds became the first
team in British history to hold the European Cup,
Super Cup, World Club Cup and domestic league
title simultaneously in a masterclass of free-scoring,
full throttle footballing prowess. Journalist Melissa
Reddy reveals the inside story of J rgen Klopp's
astonishing revival of Liverpool, culminating in the
club's first domestic league trophy in thirty years.
Featuring incisive and insightful reporting, and the
thoughts of players, management and club
hierarchy, Believe Us paints a vivid picture of this
titanic sporting success. Reddy's unparalleled
access to the club brings interviews with everyone
from fans and key backroom staff to players
including talismanic captain Jordan Henderson, and
of course Klopp himself. The perfect gift for any fan
of the club or its inimitable leader, this is heavy metal
football writing at its best.
*** THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A heroic
outsider - a pleasure to read.' - The Guardian 'A
fulsome evocation of football before the Premier
League.' - The i 'Such a good storyteller...joyous.' Financial Times 'Honest, raw, revealing and very
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funny. How to live a life and career to the full.
Insightful book about the most successful outsider
inside football ever...' - Henry Winter, Chief Football
Writer, The Times 'Pat is a wonderful one-off...and
this is the story of why that is.' - John Murray, Chief
Sports Correspondent, BBC Radio 5 Live 'Unusually
vibrant and elegant with heroic doses of humour,
insight and self-effacement, this is an absolute mustread for the football connoisseur.' - Omid Djalili 'The
biggest influence of my professional career both on
and off the pitch.' - Graeme Le Saux 'I grew up
captivated by Pat Nevin the player. As a man he
taught me even more about the beauty of the game.
One of football's great mavericks, and Chelsea's
greatest players. And he can spin a mean tune too.' Sam Matterface 'I used to walk miles to see Pat
Nevin play football and I'd do the same now to read
his thoughts. Always challenging, always
entertaining.' - Lord Sebastian Coe 'A refreshingly
honest and thought-provoking autobiography. As
deftly delivered as some of Pat's ball skills in his
1980's heyday.' - ToffeeWeb Pat Nevin never
wanted to be a professional footballer. His future
was clear, he'd become a teacher like his brothers.
There was only one problem with this - Pat was far
too good to avoid attention. Raised in Glasgow's
East End, Pat loved the game, playing for hours and
obsessively following Celtic. But as he grew up, he
also loved Joy Division, wearing his Indie 'gloom
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boom' coat and going on marches - hardly typical
footballer behaviour! Placed firmly in the 80s and
90s, before the advent of the Premier League, and
often with racism and violence present, Pat Nevin
writes with honesty, insight and wry humour. We are
transported vividly to Chelsea and Everton, and
colourfully diverted by John Peel, Morrissey and
nights out at the Hacienda. The Accidental
Footballer is a different kind of football memoir.
Capturing all the joys of professional football as well
as its contradictions and conflicts, it's about being
defined by your actions, not your job, and is the
perfect reminder of how life can throw you the most
extraordinary surprises, when you least expect it.
The most memorable moments from the club's
distinguished past, together with quirky anecdotes
and legendary characters, produce an irresistibly
dippable Blues diary with an entry for every day of
the year From the club's foundation in 1905, all
thanks to an Aberdeen terrier, to their emergence as
one of the Premier League's greatest successes,
Chelsea's rollercoaster history takes in a period with
star players but no opposition, colorful managers,
celebrity fans, and the club's sale for £1—all crowned
by victory in the UEFA Champions League. Pivotal
historic events such as the club's first European win,
Roman Abromovich's arrival, and seven victorious
FA Cup finals form a backdrop against which
Stamford Bridge heroes—Roy Bentley, Dennis Wise,
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Ruud Gullit, Peter Osgood, John Terry, and Willie
Foulke—all loom larger than life.
In this pictorial history, Rick Glanvill brings the story to
life using rare images from the club's archives as well as
the words of true Blues as they remember key events
and legendary faces from the past 100 years.
Chelsea and England footballer Frank Lampard charts
his life story from childhood to young West Ham
apprentice to multi-millionaire world footballing celebrity
and lynchpin of the national team. In his book, Lampard
opens up on his early years, how he dealt with the fame
and fortune that has come his way since becoming a key
member of the England side, his frank opinions on
former England boss Sven-Goran Eriksson and his
manager at Chelsea Jose Mourinho, fascinating insights
into Roman Abramovich and revealing tales on his
current team-mates. He reveals both the privileges and
the pressures of being one of the 'golden generation' of
England players. He gives a fascinating inside account of
World Cup 2006 in Germany, and describes the
disappointment of not fulfilling the dream of bringing the
biggest prize in football back to England.
An exciting new era is well underway at Anfield and this
2021 Official Liverpool Soccer Annual celebrates all that
is good about the club right now. Packed full of stunning
action images and interesting behind the scenes
features, plus interviews with the manager, players and
revered club icons. It also contains everything else you
need to know about the Reds - including all the vital facts
and figures from the season. If you are a fanatical
Liverpudlian, this is a must-read! IMAGE OF 2021
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ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
Footy fun? Bring it, bro ... From the UK's number
1football magazine, the very best footy annual is back!
Crammed full with fun football trivia, quizzes, games,
puzzles, top 10s, cartoons and more, this is the only
annual fans of the beautiful game will need. This year's
annual will also include a section covering the key
moments, best goals and much more from the FIFA
World Cup. Featuring Gary and all of the MOTD
presenters, Paz, Ketch, and the planet's top teams and
players, Match of the Day Annual 2019is the best around
- it will be on the top of your Christmas list!
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER A Times and
Sunday Times Book of the Year 2020 A Daily Telegraph
Book of the Year 2020 ‘The Putin book that we’ve been
waiting for’ Oliver Bullough, author of Moneyland
Who are Barcelona's greatest soccer players of all time?
What are the secrets behind their famous La Masia
academy? When were their finest Clasico moments?
The Barcelona Annual has all the answers to these
questions and more! With cool quizzes, facts and stats
about current heroes and former legends, a breakdown
of all the best goals of the season, everything you need
to know about one of the biggest clubs in the world is
right here. From the makers of Match! Magazine, the
Barcelona Annual 2022 us a must-read for all soccer
lovers. IMAGE OF 2021 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE
PURPOSES
Classic rags-to-riches story by entrepreneur and
Dragons' Den star Theo Paphitis Theo Paphitis is the
outspoken and charismatic star of Dragons' Den who
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has turned round a string of household names, from
Ryman to La Senza, in a high-profile business career
that has brought him millions. Now, in his revealing and
controversial memoir, he not only takes the reader
behind the scenes on Dragons' Den, he explains how he
made his fortune. He also provides a masterclass in
business methods that will enable anyone who reads this
book to learn so much about how they too can improve
their business. In the book, Theo recalls how his family
moved to England from Cyprus and how as a poor
immigrant, he took whatever jobs he could, starting as a
tea boy for Lloyd's. There he began to take the first steps
on a career that would net him a fortune. He reveals the
methods that took him to the top, and also provides
some fascinating insight into the national game from his
spell as chairman of Millwall FC. But, above all, this is a
book that will provide all readers with the opportunity to
learn from one of the nation's most successful
businessmen and put his ideas into practice.
The Official Chelsea Annual 2021is the perfect
companion for any fan during the exciting days ahead.
This Annual is packed full of information about Chelsea
and all our players, including this season's new signings.
We will take a look at what the Blues stars get up to
behind the scenes, test your knowledge with quizzes and
puzzles to see how well you know your favourite team,
and you even have the chance of winning a signed shirt!
Also relive last season's thrilling Europa league win and
other moments of glory with big anniversaries this year. It
really is the ultimate guide to the Blues.
THE OFFICIAL MANCHESTER UNITED ANNUAL 2021
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On a journey inside the world's greatest football club,
read about... * United's players as we profile the entire
first team squad, including the Reds' summer signings *
The 2019/20 campaign * loads of tricky questions and
puzzles! IMAGE OF 2020 ANNUAL FOR
ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
From the makers of the UK’s best football magazine!
MATCH is the UK's bestselling football annual and is top
of Christmas wishlists for footy fans everywhere. Inside
the Match Annual 2020 you can find the ultimate guide to
Euro 2020, epic interviews with the stars, plus the UK
and Ireland dream team and also discover everything
you need to know about Messi, Ronaldo, Kane, Salah,
Mbappe, Maguire, Hazard, Pogba and all the other top
footballers. Plus, it’s packed with the women's World
Cup scrapbook, legendary Prem No.7s, craziest hair of
2019, brain-busting quizzes, the greatest Premiership
team ever, bonkers pics, footy stars emojis, cool
cartoons and loads more! Don’t miss it!
An exciting new era is well underway at Anfield and this
2022 Official Liverpool Soccer Annual celebrates all that
is good about the club right now. Packed full of stunning
action images and interesting behind the scenes
features, plus interviews with the manager, players and
revered club icons. It also contains everything else you
need to know about the Reds - including all the vital facts
and figures from the season. If you are a fanatical
Liverpudlian, this is a must-read! IMAGE OF 2021
ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
As their club was engulfed in Australia's biggest sports
supplements saga, Essendon football fans were The
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Resilient Ones. The club's fans stood by their team with
an extraordinary 57,000 fans signing up in 2016 to
support a team decimated by suspensions to star players
handed out by the World Anti Doping Authority. This
book explores the toll the whole supplements saga took
on Essendon fans. And their ability to remain loyal to the
club through such trying times.
Tons of activities for all kids who love football! Best
selling author Harry Kaye has compiled one of the best
football activity books you can buy. There's colouring,
mazes, puzzles, word searches, footy maths, matchday
bingo, loads of pictures, and much, much more! Every
young football fan will love this book. And if you love this
book, activity books for fans of Spurs, Man City,
Liverpool, Man United and Arsenal will be launched in
November 2019. If you like this book, Harry has plenty
more books you'll love. Harry has written activity books
for Liverpool, Man United, Arsenal, Man City and Spurs.
The Fantastic Football Activity Book for Kids is similar in
style, but all the puzzles, colouring and other fun stuff is
different - so if you like this book, you'll love them too!
The team activity books in this series, have around 50%
unique content, but the colouring, mazes, and some of
the puzzles are shared across the team books (but NOT
this book). ALL of the puzzles in Harry's word search
books are totally different, so you can read as many of
those as you like!
The Official Chelsea FC Annual 2019 is your ultimate
guide to the blues. Inside you can read about all our
players, including the new faces who joined the squad in
the summer. We also look back on our Premier League
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highs, along with successes at Academy level and for
Chelsea Ladies. With plenty of fun and games, quizzes,
puzzles and an exclusive competition and loads of
fantastic pictures, you'll find out everything you need to
know about the best club in the world. IMAGE OF 2018
ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
The Official Chelsea Annual 2022 is the perfect
companion for any fan during the exciting days ahead.
This Annual is packed full of information about Chelsea
and all our players, including this season's new signings.
We will take a look at what the Blues stars get up to
behind the scenes, test your knowledge with quizzes and
puzzles to see how well you know your favourite team,
and you even have the chance of winning a signed shirt!
Also relive last season's thrilling Europa league win and
other moments of glory with big anniversaries this year. It
really is the ultimate guide to the Blues. IMAGE OF 2021
ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY.
Chelsea and England footballer Frank Lampard charts
his life story from childhood to young West Ham
apprentice to multi-millionaire world footballing celebrity
and lynchpin of the national team. Includes a full account
of the 2005/06 season and the 2006 World Cup finals in
Germany.
The Official Chelsea FC Annual 2021
The Official Chelsea FC Annual 2020 is your ultimate
guide to the blues. Inside you can read about all our
players, including the new faces who joined the squad in
the summer. We also look back on our Premier League
highs, along with successes at Academy level and for
Chelsea Ladies. With plenty of fun and games, quizzes,
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puzzles and an exclusive competition and loads of
fantastic pictures, you'll find out everything you need to
know about the best club in the world. IMAGE OF 2019
ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
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